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Planning & Zoning News
How to apply principles of good writing to government workplace writing.

Internal Auditing in Plain English
This book shows you how to write for customers and clients in language thatâ€™s
easy to understand. It is a thorough companion to the writing process, with
comprehensive guidance and advice on understanding your readers, planning and
creating your text, and presenting your words in a good design.The contributor list
reads like a whoâ€™s who of plain language experts. Plain Language in Plain
English is a valuable resource for governments, businesses, service providers, and
professionals in any field to improve their communication.From organizational
guidelines, literacy awareness, and reader expectations, to effective speaking
strategies for presentations, Plain Language in Plain English, is a comprehensive
tool to have in your â€œcommunication toolbox.â€

Oxford Guide to Plain English
Now that your planning degree is in sight or in hand, how and where can you find
your "dream job?" Once you're on the job, what can you do to not just survive, but
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thrive and avoid common professional pitfalls? In A Career Worth Planning, two
veteran planners offer a road map for success. Packed with practical information
and useful advice, it is must reading for planning students, new planners, and
experienced planners looking to advance their careers. Career questions can
paralyze beginning planners. What are the differences between working for a
public planning agency or a private consulting firm? What does an employer look
for in a job candidate? How can you set yourself apart from other job hunters
through your resume and in an interview? A Career Worth Planning answers these
tough questions and many others. But landing a job is only half the battle. Once
you're there, how do you negotiate the career ladder, even in the most difficult
circumstances? Here are nuggets of wisdom on how to deal with a bad boss,
identify crucial "insiders" who can make or break your success on the job, clarify
ethical conflicts, manage political land mines, and yes, even evaluate your job
satisfaction and determine when you're ready to move on. Wherever you are along
your career path, this book will help you assess your skills, preferences, and work
style, and find the planning niche that fits you.

Legal Writing in Plain English, Second Edition
Plain English is an essential tool for effective communication. Information
transmitted in letters, documents, reports, contracts, and forms is clearer and
more understandable when presented in straightforward terms. The Oxford Guide
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to Plain English provides authoritative guidance on how towrite plain English using
easy-to-follow guidelines which cover straightforward language, sentence length,
active and passive verbs, punctuation, grammar, planning, and good organization.
This handy guide will be invaluable to writers of all levels. It provides essential
guidelines that will allow readers to develop their writing style, grammar, and
punctuation. The book also offers help in understanding official jargon and legalese
giving the plain English alternatives. This guide gives hundreds of real examples
and shows 'before and after' versions of texts of different kinds which will help
readers to look critically at their own writing. Helpfully organized into 21 short
chapters, each covering a different aspect of writing. Clearly laid out, and easy to
use,the Oxford Guide to Plain English is the best guide to writing clear and helpful
documents.

Plain Language in Government Writing
This books explains the emerging technology of inventory optimization and multiechelon (MEIO) supply planning. It takes a complex subject and effectively
communicates what MEIO is about in plain English terms. This is the only book
currently available that describes MEIO for practitioners, rather for mathematicians
or academics. The book describes with text and graphics how inventory
optimization allows the entire supply plan to be controlled with service levels, and
how multi echelon technology answers the question of where to locate inventory in
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the supply network. This is the only book on inventory optimization and multi
echelon planning which compares how different best of breed vendors apply MEIO
technology to their products. It also explains why this technology is so important
for supply planning and why companies should be actively investigating this
method. The book moves smoothly between concepts to screen shots and
descriptions of how the screens are configured and used. This provides the reader
with some of the most intriguing areas of functionality within a variety of
applications.

Korean in Plain English, Second Edition
Plain English is the art of writing clearly, concisely, and in a way that precisely
communicates your message to your intended audience. This book offers 25
practical guidelines helping you to improve your vocabulary, style, grammar, and
layout to achieve clear writing. It gives expert advice on all aspects of the writing
process: from avoiding jargon and legalese, to organizing written information in
print and online. It also shows you how it's done with hundreds of real examples,
including 'before' and 'after' versions. All this is presented in an authoritative and
engaging way. Completely revised and updated, this essential reference work is
now even more useful: the word lists have been expanded; a new list of clichéd
and troublesome words to avoid has been added; and examples of real-life stories
have been replaced with more recent ones. An improved design gives the book a
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fresh feel.

Plain Language Legal Writing
In this volume, the author draws from more than a decade of editing experience to
explain how to craft clear, understandable, and highly readable planning
documents. The author suggests ways to overcome planners' most common
writing foibles: acronymns, jargon, and overuse of the passive voice. And the
author provides handy lists to transform mushy nouns into powerful verbs, pare
down bloated sentences, and translate ""bureaucratese"" into everyday language.
The author even includes practice exercises designed to help you recognize and
overcome bad writing habits. But even the best writing skills won't help if your
document is organized poorly and aimed at the wrong audience.The author also
explains why it's essential to know who your readers are before you start writing
and how to organize your work so that it will be easy to understand and use."

Plain English for Lawyers
Ron Kasprisin’s skills as both an artist and Professor of Urban Design and Planning
are combined to guide students in how to use illustrations and graphics to elevate
their projects beyond the everyday. Sketches and plans from basic design
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elements, to complex projects, show the methods and skills students can use in
forging their own design paths. A must for all those on planning and urban design
courses, both in the design studio and out.

HBR Guide to Better Business Writing (HBR Guide Series)
Scientific writing is often dry, wordy, and difficult to understand. But, as Anne E.
Greene shows in Writing Science in Plain English,writers from all scientific
disciplines can learn to produce clear, concise prose by mastering just a few simple
principles. This short, focused guide presents a dozen such principles based on
what readers need in order to understand complex information, including concrete
subjects, strong verbs, consistent terms, and organized paragraphs. The author, a
biologist and an experienced teacher of scientific writing, illustrates each principle
with real-life examples of both good and bad writing and shows how to revise bad
writing to make it clearer and more concise. She ends each chapter with practice
exercises so that readers can come away with new writing skills after just one
sitting. Writing Science in Plain English can help writers at all levels of their
academic and professional careers—undergraduate students working on research
reports, established scientists writing articles and grant proposals, or agency
employees working to follow the Plain Writing Act. This essential resource is the
perfect companion for all who seek to write science effectively.
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A Practical Guide to Lawyering Skills
Admirably clear, concise, down-to-earth, and powerful—all too often, legal writing
embodies none of these qualities. Its reputation for obscurity and needless
legalese is widespread. Since 2001 Bryan A. Garner’s Legal Writing in Plain English
has helped address this problem by providing lawyers, judges, paralegals, law
students, and legal scholars with sound advice and practical tools for improving
their written work. Now the leading guide to clear writing in the field, this
indispensable volume encourages legal writers to challenge conventions and offers
valuable insights into the writing process that will appeal to other professionals:
how to organize ideas, create and refine prose, and improve editing skills.
Accessible and witty, Legal Writing in Plain English draws on real-life writing
samples that Garner has gathered through decades of teaching experience.
Trenchant advice covers all types of legal materials, from analytical and persuasive
writing to legal drafting, and the book’s principles are reinforced by sets of basic,
intermediate, and advanced exercises in each section. In this new edition, Garner
preserves the successful structure of the original while adjusting the content to
make it even more classroom-friendly. He includes case examples from the past
decade and addresses the widespread use of legal documents in electronic
formats. His book remains the standard guide for producing the jargon-free
language that clients demand and courts reward.
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The Plain English Guide
A guide for writing plain English prepared by the Department of Arts, Sport, the
Environment, Tourism and Territories. Although designed specifically for public
servants it can also be used as both an instructor's handbook and a self-help
manual. Includes a glossary of plain English alternatives.

Oxford Guide to Plain English
"A comprehensive yet easily understandable guide to internal auditing [going]
beyond the basics with comprehensive detail about establishing an internal audit
program, selecting and training auditors, auditing requirements, interview
techniques, planning audits, reporting, audit follow ups, and much more."--Back
cover.

Thesis and Dissertation Writing in a Second Language
Plain English is an essential tool for effective communication. Information
transmitted in letters, documents, reports, contracts, and forms is clearer and
more understandable when presented in straightforward terms. The Oxford Guide
to Plain English provides authoritative guidance on how to write plain English using
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easy-to-follow guidelines which cover straightforward language, sentence length,
active and passive verbs, punctuation, grammar, planning, and good organization.
This handy guide will be invaluable to writers of all levels. It provides essential
guidelines that will allow readers to develop their writing style, grammar, and
punctuation. The book also offers help in understanding official jargon and legalese
giving the plain English alternatives. This guide gives hundreds of real examples
and shows 'before and after' versions of texts of different kinds which will help
readers to look critically at their own writing. It is organized in 25 short chapters,
which each cover a different aspect of writing. Clearly laid out and easy to use, the
Oxford Guide to Plain English is the best guide to writing clear and helpful
documents.

Ethical Planning Practitioner
Effective writing is a key to professional success.

Urban Design
Legal and Business Writing in Plain English is a plain language handbook that will
help you to develop skills for writing English in plain language, with emphasis on
techniques of English writing in plain English. This book will be useful to any person
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who is involved in legal, bureaucratic or business writing. It will prove a tool of
trade for judges, lawyers, law professors, law researchers, company secretaries
and chartered accountants, and students of professional courses, Government
officers, Legislative drafters, company legal departments, Law Ministry officers,
and business managers to improve their writing and legal drafting skills.The book
weaves together the Twelve Guidelines for writing in Plain English to make easy for
the writers to put their massage across efficiently and effectively so as to enable
their readers to read and understand the writing effortlessly and clearly.The book
is divided in 12 chapters which discuss the above guidelines in detail with the help
of numerous 'before and after' examples.The Book contains (1) The Glossary of
Plain Alternatives to Wordy Phrases; (2) The Glossary of Plain Alternatives to
Antiquated and Complex Words and Phrases; and (3) The Glossary of Confusing
Words. Besides, the book provides several tables of words and phrases to be
avoided and to be preferred in any writing or drafting.In the last Chapter, the book
also deals with style and structure guidelines for creating reader-friendly
documents. Last but not least, the book gives in a few sample documents written
in Plain English

Legal And Business Writing In Plain English
A Plain-English Guide to Government Writing Whether you're in the public or
private sector, good writing skills are critical to your success in the workplace. Plain
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Language in Government Writing: A Step-by-Step Guide shows you how to apply
federal plain-language guidelines to every type of writing — from emails, memos,
and letters to agency communications, technical procedures, and budget
justification statements. Through numerous exercises as well as examples from a
variety of federal and state agencies, this practical guide walks you step-by-step
through every phase of the writing process, providing tips for improved clarity,
conciseness, and completeness. This valuable reference will help you: Write for
diverse audiences in reader-friendly, plain language Overcome writer's block Gain
confidence in your ability to write — and get results Make your writing visually
appealing Prepare for briefings and presentations Recognize successful writing and
identify what makes it effective A Plain-English Guide to Government Writing will
enable you to express yourself more clearly and concisely, produce documents
more efficiently, and work more effectively with others throughout the writing
process.

Business Plan
Lawyering skills are increasingly part of undergraduate law degrees as well
essential elements in the postgraduate vocational law courses, the LPC and the
BVC. This fully updated third edition continues to bring together the theory and
practice of these skills in an accessible and practical context. The authors draw on
their vast experience of law in practice to develop the core skills taught on both
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undergraduate and postgraduate courses. Skills covered include: written
communication mediation information technology opinion writing drafting
advocacy interviewing negotiation legal research. Each chapter uses diagrams,
boxes, lists and flow charts to further explain and develop each skill and ends with
a further reading section. A Practical Guide to Lawyering Skills is essential reading
for all undergraduate and vocational law students seeking to develop the
necessary skills to work successfully with law in the twenty-first century.

Oxford Guide to Plain English
Next time someone asks if you speak Korean, you can say Chugum hal chul
amnida (Choe-guum hahl chuul ahm-nee-dah).* With Korean in Plain English, you
can speak Korean in no time! Its easy-to-use pronunciation system and
straightforward presentation of the basics of the language--with plenty of useful
sentences--help you break the language barrier quickly and confidently. How? All
the words and phrases in this book are written in Roman script--in plain English--in
a form you can use immediately and in the right context. Instantly you'll know the
basics of Korean, from polite pleasantries to the latest technological jargon. Start
on the right foot and speak Korean with ease: Good morning! Annyong hashim
nikka! (Ahn-nyong hah-sheem nee-kkah) Thank you! Kamsahamnida! (Kahm-sahhahm-nee-dah) That was really a funny movie. Chongmallo usuun yonghwa imnida.
(Chahng-mahl-loh uu-sue-uun yahng-hwah eem-nee-dah). Please call the police.
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Kyongchal-ul pullo chuseyo. (Kyong-chahl-uul puul-lah chuu-say-yoe). May I have
some sauce, please? Sosu jom chushipshio (Soh-sue johm chuu-sheep-shee-oh).
You are beautiful. Tangshin-un arumdapgunyo (Tahng-sheen-uun ah-rume-dahpguun-yoe).

Estate Planning (in Plain English)
If a local college gives a city planner tickets to a sold-out football game, is it wrong
to take them – even if the planner pays? Should a planning consultant bid on a
project that has a clearly unrealistic timeframe? Can a planning director moonlight
for another agency? For practicing planners, potential ethics violations abound,
and the eye of public scrutiny never blinks. Planners need a guide, and now they
have it: the first guidebook based on the current revision of the AICP (American
Institute of Certified Planners) Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct. The Ethical
Planning Practitioner presents 76 scenarios, all real-life dilemmas based on the
code's rules of conduct. Each scenario comes with tools to help planners explore
the answers on their own, in a training session, or in a classroom. This vital
handbook looks at everyday ethics the way planners need to see them, in black,
white, and shades of gray – but most of all, clearly. It will not only instruct but
inspire planners to strengthen the public's trust.
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Plain Language in Plain English
In the decades following World War II, professional city planners in Detroit made a
concerted effort to halt the city's physical and economic decline. Their successes
included an award-winning master plan, a number of laudable redevelopment
projects, and exemplary planning leadership in the city and the nation. Yet despite
their efforts, Detroit was rapidly transforming into a notorious symbol of urban
decay. In Redevelopment and Race: Planning a Finer City in Postwar Detroit, June
Manning Thomas takes a look at what went wrong, demonstrating how and why
government programs were ineffective and even destructive to community needs.
In confronting issues like housing shortages, blight in older areas, and changing
economic conditions, Detroit's city planners worked during the urban renewal era
without much consideration for low-income and African American residents, and
their efforts to stabilize racially mixed neighborhoods faltered as well. Steady
declines in industrial prowess and the constant decentralization of white residents
counteracted planners' efforts to rebuild the city. Among the issues Thomas
discusses in this volume are the harmful impacts of Detroit's highways, the mixed
record of urban renewal projects like Lafayette Park, the effects of the 1967 riots
on Detroit's ability to plan, the city-building strategies of Coleman Young (the city's
first black mayor) and his mayoral successors, and the evolution of Detroit's
federally designated Empowerment Zone. Examining the city she knew first as an
undergraduate student at Michigan State University and later as a scholar and
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planner, Thomas ultimately argues for a different approach to traditional planning
that places social justice, equity, and community ahead of purely physical and
economic objectives. Redevelopment and Race was originally published in 1997
and was given the Paul Davidoff Award from the Association of Collegiate Schools
of Planning in 1999. Students and teachers of urban planning will be grateful for
this re-release. A new postscript offers insights into changes since 1997.

Banishing Bureaucratese
“Well written and logically organized.” —Booklist. This handbook makes planning
and problem-solving easy with its clear explanations of complex issues. In The Law
(in Plain English)® for Small Business, Fifth Edition, Leonard DuBoff and Amanda
Bryan guide entrepreneurs and small business owners through the maze of legal
obligations and protections they need to understand. Chapters cover important
topics such as: Licenses Trademarks Insurance plans Franchising Incorporating
Advertising eBusiness considerations Taxes Succession planning Whether one is
just about to open a small business, reassessing an existing business, or simply
have a few questions, The Law (in Plain English)® for Small Business, Fifth Edition,
is the go-to resource for small business owners and entrepreneurs.

The Winning Brief: 100 Tips for Persuasive Briefing in Trial and
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Appellate Courts
Clear communication of your health message can make all the difference in
effective patient care. Health Literacy from A to Z: Practical Ways to Communicate
Your Health Message, Second Edition is an easy to use handbook designed for the
busy health professional. Filled with ideas and strategies that can be used in
everyday practice, Health Literacy from A to Z is a first-of-its-kind resource. Learn
the key principles and strategies of effective health communication presented in a
simple, informal manner by one of the nation’s leading experts in health literacy.
Whether you are a physician, nurse, pharmacist, allied health professional, case
manager, public health specialist, practice manager, health care educator, student
or family caregiver this book is for you. What’s New in the Second Edition of Health
Literacy from A to Z The Second Edition is updated and revised to reflect current
health literacy research and practice with new information about timely health
literacy topics. This edition has 14 new chapters including 4 chapters about
“Technology” and 7 chapters focused on “Know Your Audience.” Highlights •
“Starting Points” with an introduction to key information. • “Strategies, Ideas, and
Suggestions” with lots of practical, how-to tips. • “Stories from Practice”
showcasing real-life experiences from a wide range of perspectives to help make
key points come alive. • “Sources to Learn More” including an extensive list of
books, articles, websites, podcasts, and other resources. New Topics • Business
Side of Health Literacy • Communicating When Patients Feel Scared, Sick, and
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Overwhelmed • General Public: Talking with Patients about What They Learn from
the Media • Organizational Efforts, Advocacy, and Collaborations • Regulatory and
Legal Language • Website Writing • Blogs and Social Media • Audio Podcasts •
Email and Text Messages • Interactive Multimedia • Sections focusing on, “Know
Your Audience” with in-depth information about: Children and Youth Emotions and
Cognition Hearing Loss Language and Culture Literacy Older Adults Vision
Problems The First Edition was the 2006 Winner of the New England Chapter of the
American Medical Writers Association, Will Solimene Award for Excellence in
Medical Communication!

Writing Science in Plain English
DON'T LET YOUR WRITING HOLD YOU BACK. When you’re fumbling for words and
pressed for time, you might be tempted to dismiss good business writing as a
luxury. But it’s a skill you must cultivate to succeed: You’ll lose time, money, and
influence if your e-mails, proposals, and other important documents fail to win
people over. The HBR Guide to Better Business Writing, by writing expert Bryan A.
Garner, gives you the tools you need to express your ideas clearly and
persuasively so clients, colleagues, stakeholders, and partners will get behind
them. This book will help you: • Push past writer’s block • Grab—and
keep—readers’ attention • Earn credibility with tough audiences • Trim the fat
from your writing • Strike the right tone • Brush up on grammar, punctuation, and
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Inventory Optimization and Multi-Echelon Planning Software
A complete guide to clean, precise and understandable legal writing So many
books give you advice that turns out to be hollow: "know your audience,"
"structure your writing." The real strength in Plain Language Legal Writing is how,
throughout, Stephens provides clear instructions on how to accomplish what she's
recommending. Instead of just telling you to plan what you're going to write, she
walks you step-by-step through the planning. Instead of telling you to consider
your audience before writing, she describes in detail the sorts of audiences a legal
document might have (more than you'd expect!) and how to best meet their
needs. Plain Language Legal Writing will help you produce documents that people
are willing to read and able to understand. More:
PlainLanguageLegalWriting.comOther versions: e-book

Math In Plain English
Millions of us are professional writers without even being aware of it. Everyday we
write countless letters, memos, instructions, legal documents, and reports. And
often this writing is criticized for being full of jargon, or obscure, or long-winded, or
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just not in "plain English." But what is plain English, and how does one write it? The
Plain English Guide offers down-to-earth advice and twenty easy-to-follow
guidelines covering plain words, sentence length, active and passive verbs,
punctuation, planning, and good organization of points. Martin Cutts has probably
taught more writers about plain English than anyone else. This book distills his
knowledge and experience, and is an essential guide for anyone who writes at
work, as well as students in business and professional courses.

How to Read Architecture
Do word problems and math vocabulary confuse students in your mathematics
classes? Do simple keywords like "value" and "portion" seem to mislead them?
Many words that students already know can have a different meaning in
mathematics. To grasp that difference, students need to connect English literacy
skills to math. Successful students speak, read, write, and listen to each other so
they can understand, retain, and apply mathematics concepts. This book explains
how to use 10 classroom-ready literacy strategies in concert with your
mathematics instruction. You’ll learn how to develop students who are able to
explain to themselves - and communicate to others - what problems mean and
how to attack them. Embedding these strategies in your instruction will help your
students gain the literacy skills required to achieve the eight Common Core State
Standards for Mathematics. You’ll discover the best answer to their question,
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"When am I ever going to use this?" The 10 Strategies: 1. Teaching mathematical
words explicitly 2. Teaching academic words implicitly 3. Reinforcing reading
comprehension skills that apply to mathematics 4. Teaching mathematics with
metaphor and gesture 5. Unlocking the meaning of word problems 6. Teaching
note-taking skills for mathematics 7. Using language-based formative assessment
in mathematics 8. Connecting memorization to meaning in mathematics 9.
Incorporating writing-to-learn activities in mathematics 10. Preparing students for
algebraic thinking

Writing at Work
The relationship of supervisor to student has traditionally been seen as one of
apprenticeship, in which much learning is tacit, with the expectation that the
student will become much like the tutor. The changing demographics of higher
education in conjunction with imperatives of greater accountability and support for
research students have rendered this scenario both less likely and less desirable
and unfortunately many supervisors are challenged by the task of guiding nonnative speaker students to completion. This handbook is the ideal guide for all
supervisors working with undergraduate and postgraduate non-native speaker
students writing a thesis or dissertation in English as it explicitly unpacks thesis
writing, using language that is accessible to research supervisors from any
discipline.
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Writing in Plain English
Business Planning in Plain English! Are you writing business plans willy nilly? Yes?
Want to learn how to write business plans properly and well? Business Plan: How to
Write a Business Plan will show you exactly how to write a business plan for
whatever industry you're in. Discover the fundamental elements needed for any
business plans. Here's a look at what you'll learn Book Reveals: Introduction to
Business Plans Writing Your Business Plan Business Plan Example Common
Mistakes to Avoid Choosing an Industry Template and Examples Included! And
more! Ready to get going? Good, learn how to write a business plan for business
success.

Planning in Plain English
How to Read Architecture is based on the fundamental premise that reading and
interpreting architecture is something we already do, and that close observation
matters. This book enhances this skill so that given an unfamiliar building, you will
have the tools to understand it and to be inspired by it. Author Paulette Singley
encourages you to misread, closely read, conventionally read, and
unconventionally read architecture to stimulate your creative process. This book
explores three essential ways to help you understand architecture: reading a
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building from the outside-in, from the inside-out, and from the position of out-andout, or formal, architecture. This book erodes boundaries between the frequently
compartmentalized fields of interior design, landscape design, and building design
with chapters exploring concepts of terroir, scenography, criticality, atmosphere,
tectonics, inhabitation, type, form, and enclosure. Using examples and case
studies that span a wide range of historical and global precedents, Singley
addresses the complex interaction among the ways a building engages its context,
addresses its performative exigencies, and operates as an autonomous aesthetic
object. Including over 300 images, this book is an essential read for both
undergraduate and postgraduate students of architecture with a global focus on
the interpretation of buildings in their context.

Progress in Language Planning
Based on a comprehensive study review by leading urban planning researchers,
this investigative document demonstrates how urban development is both a key
contributor to climate change and an essential factor in combating it -- by reducing
vehicle greenhouse gas emissions.

Career Worth Planning
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Growing Cooler
An introduction to knitting covers patterns, gauges, yarns, needles, types of
construction, casting on and off, increases, decreases, buttonholes, hems, color,
pattern stitching, blocking, and alterations

The Law (In Plain English)? for Small Businesses
“In easy to understand language, the book walks one through the many different
foundational aspects of running a nonprofit—an important tool to have handy on
one’s bookshelf!” —Michael Royce, Executive Director, New York Foundation for
the Arts (NYFA) Navigating the legal complexities of running a nonprofit
organization has never been easier than with the expert advice of authors Leonard
DuBoff and Amanda Bryan. Managers, board members, advisers, consultants,
contractors, employees, and even donors and volunteers will benefit from the
invaluable information contained in The Law (in Plain English)® for Nonprofit
Organizations. An approachable guide to planning and problem-solving, this
handbook’s chapters cover important topics such as: Organizing a nonprofit Hiring
and working with employees, contractors, and members Filing taxes and applying
for tax-exempt status Fund-raising strategies Liability and insurance Protecting
trademarks and intellectual property Zoning and renting space A comprehensive
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reference, The Law (in Plain English)® for Nonprofit Organizations, will help all
nonprofit members to play their roles with authority and confidence.

The Law (in Plain English) for Small Business (Fifth Edition)
Written in concise, accessible sections, this good-humoured book explains clearly
the essentials of writing good, plain English. Corder takes readers through the
entire writing process - from initial idea, through planning, writing, revising and
proofreading to the eventual presentation of a piece of writing. At the end of the
book, there is also an easy guide to basic grammar and punctuation as well as selftest exercises. In short, it will equip readers with the all-important skills required to
produce and present documents of any kind.

Knitting in Plain English
Addresses such important concerns as business organization and planning,
financing, collections, franchises, product liability, insurance, trademarks, and
taxes

Health Literacy From A to Z
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Writing Good Plain English
Good legal writing wins court cases. It its first edition, The Winning Brief proved
that the key to writing well is understanding the judicial readership. Now, in a
revised and updated version of this modern classic, Bryan A. Garner explains the
art of effective writing in 100 concise, practical, and easy-to-use sections. Covering
everything from the rules for planning and organizing a brief to openers that can
capture a judge's attention from the first few words, these tips add up to the most
compelling, orderly, and visually appealing brief that an advocate can present. In
Garner's view, good writing is good thinking put to paper. "Never write a sentence
that you couldn't easily speak," he warns-and demonstrates how to do just that.
Beginning each tip with a set of quotable quotes from experts, he then gives
masterly advice on building sound paragraphs, drafting crisp sentences, choosing
the best words ("Strike pursuant to from your vocabulary."), quoting authority,
citing sources, and designing a document that looks as impressive as it reads.
Throughout, he shows how to edit for maximal impact, using vivid before-and-after
examples that apply the basics of rhetoric to persuasive writing. Filled with
examples of good and bad writing from actual briefs filed in courts of all types, The
Winning Brief also covers the new appellate rules for preparing federal briefs.
Constantly collecting material from his seminars and polling judges for their
preferences, the second edition delivers the same solid guidelines with even more
supporting evidence. Including for the first time sections on the ever-changing
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rules of acceptable legal writing, Garner's new edition keeps even the most
seasoned lawyers on their toes and writing briefs that win cases. An invaluable
resource for attorneys, law clerks, judges, paralegals, law students and their
teachers, The Winning Brief has the qualities that make all of Garner's books so
popular: authority, accessibility, and page after page of techniques that work. If
you're writing to win a case, this book shouldn't merely be on your shelf--it should
be open on your desk.

Redevelopment and Race
"An invaluable tool to help you collect the information your attorney needs."
—Michael Cragun, Utah State Tax Commissioner An Accessible Guide to Estate
Planning With Estate Planning (in Plain English)®, readers will learn to comprehend
the legal jargon and navigate the complex rules involved in preparing one’s estate.
The authors provide clear information and cite actual cases to help readers
approach the process with the confidence and knowledge they need to make the
best decisions for their heirs. Chapters discuss important topics such as: Estate
plans, wills, and a variety of trusts Guardians, powers of attorney, advance
directives, and other essential documents Life insurance Digital assets Gifts Tax
considerations Avoiding probate Identifying and caring for estate property Settling
business assets Finding a lawyer An invaluable reference for those preparing their
estates and for their families, Estate Planning (in Plain English)®will enable readers
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to take the necessary steps to preserve their legacies.

The Law (in Plain English) for Nonprofit Organizations
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SOCIOLOGY OF LANGUAGE brings to students,
researchers and practitioners in all of the social and language-related sciences
carefully selected book-length publications dealing with sociolinguistic theory,
methods, findings and applications. It approaches the study of language in society
in its broadest sense, as a truly international and interdisciplinary field in which
various approaches, theoretical and empirical, supplement and complement each
other. The series invites the attention of linguists, language teachers of all
interests, sociologists, political scientists, anthropologists, historians etc. to the
development of the sociology of language.

Writing for Social Scientists
Students and researchers all write under pressure, and those pressures—most
lamentably, the desire to impress your audience rather than to communicate with
them—often lead to pretentious prose, academic posturing, and, not infrequently,
writer’s block. Sociologist Howard S. Becker has written the classic book on how to
conquer these pressures and simply write. First published nearly twenty years ago,
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Writing for Social Scientists has become a lifesaver for writers in all fields, from
beginning students to published authors. Becker’s message is clear: in order to
learn how to write, take a deep breath and then begin writing. Revise. Repeat. It is
not always an easy process, as Becker wryly relates. Decades of teaching,
researching, and writing have given him plenty of material, and Becker neatly
exposes the foibles of academia and its “publish or perish” atmosphere.
Wordiness, the passive voice, inserting a “the way in which” when a simple “how”
will do—all these mechanisms are a part of the social structure of academic
writing. By shrugging off such impediments—or at the very least, putting them
aside for a few hours—we can reform our work habits and start writing lucidly
without worrying about grades, peer approval, or the “literature.” In this new
edition, Becker takes account of major changes in the computer tools available to
writers today, and also substantially expands his analysis of how academic
institutions create problems for them. As competition in academia grows
increasingly heated, Writing for Social Scientists will provide solace to a new
generation of frazzled, would-be writers.
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